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Ancient otherworld gateways have been used by indigenous tribes for millennia. It’s
only now that modern science is discovering their counterpart in wormholes. My first
lessons in being a Gatekeeper came from an African shaman-priest named Malidoma
Somé, who I studied under for an entire year. Malidoma’s tribal elders sent him to
America to help save the gateways and the tradition of the Gatekeepers because the
modernizing Burkina Faso government was outlawing the rituals and initiation rites of
his Dagara tribe, which was highly regarded and highly feared throughout West Africa.
Other tribes called them the “Magic People,” because of their otherworldly abilities,
especially during warring times.
It would be seven years after my shamanic training that I then ran into another form of
gateways described and taught by the angelic realm. I wrote two books around this
angelic phenomenon, the bestselling On the Wings of Heaven (2000) and The Masters
Return (2006). Angelic gateways diﬀer from indigenous gateways in that these
gateways are to be open to all. Traditional gateways had to be carefully guarded by
Gatekeepers because of forces and energies that could cause problems for our world if
they snuck through the gateway. The angelic gateways naturally prohibited these
forces from coming through using sacred geometry and specifically patterned
vibrations based on color.
Malidoma is no backwoods witchdoctor. His elders made sure to prepare him for our
modern world, resulting in his holding two PhDs and three master’s degrees. Under his
tutelage, I encountered phenomena and worlds I never knew existed. Mind-blowing
doesn’t even begin to describe it. Because of this awareness, I developed a jaundiced
eye toward rampant technology, in spite of being a scientist, myself. I’ve discovered
that when information is controlled and limited by technology, it means subjugation
lurks not far away.
Humanity has been misled for thousands of years by institutions that have instilled in
us beliefs that tell us we must suﬀer the consequences of being a flawed people.
Nothing could be further from the truth. In my last book, A World Beyond Belief (2012),
I document how many of us have become crippled by inculcations of unworthiness and
limitedness. Moving beyond such ball-and-chain beliefs is a lot of hard work. Until now.
In “Part 1: Knowledge Is Not Power … Information Is,” I provide a broad overview of
the latest discovery in science that has turned our highly technical world upside-down

— The Haramein Unified Field Theory. With this Part 2 writing, I hope to set the stage
for showing all of us how we eventually turn ourselves right-side-up, and in the process
co-create a far better world than this one ruled by fear and suﬀering.
“INHERENT THRIVING” … THE GATEWAY OF SHANGRI-LA
We will expand upon the section in Part 1 that dealt with the scientifically false
conviction that the universe is ruled by the Law of Entropy. To review, this law roughly
states that existence tends towards disorder, randomness, dissipation of energy, and
homogeneity. In other words, everything dies. Though many scientists deny its
existence, the counterpart to the Law of Entropy is the Law of Syntropy. Loosely stated
this law says that existence tends toward order, concentration of energy and matter,
and the increase in complexity and growth of structures. In other words, creation rules.
Haramein has shown that syntropy feeds the fabric of life because of a fractal network
of wormholes. However, before his discovery, the ancients knew of the human ability to
access this network of information using what they called gateways.
It was Malidoma who first entrusted me with ancient-based secrets as to how humans
could have access to all information. At the time, I remember thinking, “Who is going to
believe this stuﬀ?” My initial fear of this not being “normal” might have stopped me
from admitting that I knew he was right, however, the reason I eventually knew he was
telling the truth occurred when I experienced it myself. In a completely diﬀerent way.
Malidoma had revealed to me that, while getting his PhD at Sorbonne University, he
had made use of the capability to tap into communication with his ancestors. This
ability allowed him access to information that they had access to. Thus, if there were
times he needed reminding or help in acquiring information, he could rely on this
information connection, even while taking an exam. Haramein describes such
connecting in his lectures on “The Connected Universe.” Had I not learned from
Malidoma, I might never have realized that Haramein was presenting a phenomenon
which had far greater implications than even he knew at the time.
My personal revelation about the connected universe (of information) occurred while
suﬀering from an incurable disease. Modern medicine had told me there was nothing I
could do except live oﬀ hydrocortisone steroids, which ultimately would have
amounted to a death sentence. After a great deal of research, I found a
psychotherapist specializing in what, at the time, was called the New Psychology. It
was while under hypnosis that the first angelic appearance occurred. Not only did the
angel tell me the source of the incurable disease but, by giving me that information,
caused the disease to leave overnight. In the process, I saw the angel gather what
amounted to an encyclopedia of information and collectively stuﬀ it into my brain.
Shocked by this, I sat there in awe realizing I could understand all the information at
once, leaving me in a revery. But as soon as I had a single thought, the encyclopedia
shattered like a broken mirror into facets of information. It wasn’t like I lost the
information, it was like the encyclopedia had been turned into hundreds of books that

had been filed away on library shelves. Which, it turned out, I could access under
certain circumstances. I decided to call this other-dimensional cataloging “My Library.”
This was my first exposure to what I now call “Info-Looping.”
In India, Vedic teachings speak of a phenomenon similar to what happened to me
called “ritam-bhara pragma,” which some describe as gaining flawless information or
the I-know-everything experience or “intellect which accepts only the truth.” This state
is typically reached when “your mind is synchronized with the synchronized mind of the
universe…” (Deepak Chopra). Chopra might as well be quoting Haramein. I mention
this to hammer home the point that modern physics only now is catching up to the
ancients. And to note also that all humanity inherits this “ritam” ability.
In his published paper, “The Unified Spacememory Network: From Cosmogenesis to
Consciousness,” Haramein illustrates how powerful information feedback exists
throughout the universe. He uses a convincing example to counter the current scientific
mania with the Law of Entropy (randomness). By using an example of a blind man
given a Rubik’s Cube, Haramein asks how long would it take mathematically for the
blind man to solve the puzzle randomly? Well, about 13.7 billion years, which is longer
than our universe has existed. So then, Haramein argues, if it takes that long for a
single-purpose mechanism to be resolved, how is it even remotely possible for
molecules to randomly create the beginning of life? Conclusion? Life is not random.
By adding a mechanism whereby the blind man is told with every move (1 second per
move) that he is closer or further away from solving the puzzle, the time it takes to
solve the puzzle changes drastically … from 13.7 billion years to 2 minutes! Which
shows just how astounding information feedback (looping) can be. Haramein
concludes that “there are living processes occurring at all scales of the Universe, and
with memory and learning functions of awareness—life and consciousness become
intrinsic ubiquitous characteristics, embedded in the very dynamics and mechanics of
physical processes of spacetime and thus, the Universe itself.” In other words, the
universe is swimming in looping information that actually commands life to flourish. Or
as Marshall Leﬀerts calls it, “inherent thriving.”
THE GATEKEEPERS OF ONENESS
With indigenous gateways, it takes two Gatekeepers, one on each side, to open a
gateway. Making sure that only benevolent forces are allowed through. With angelic
gateways, any single Gatekeeper has the job of assuring that the gateway remains
open to all. To my surprise, while using the phenomenon of Info-Looping, I realized I
could access either of these kinds of gateways no matter where I ventured. Physical
presence was no longer a requirement.
After years of presenting workshops on these two types of gateways, I became aware
of yet a third kind of gateway, which I call “The Gateway of Oneness.” Through a
Power-of-8-groups network I helped start throughout the world, I began to experiment

with this third gateway. I realized it was a simple matter to show people who were
already in a state of Oneness (as required in a Power of 8 session) how to use that
Oneness to open this third kind of gateway. In so doing, the restraints of time, location,
having 8 people meeting simultaneously, no longer was required. Indeed, by becoming
a Gatekeeper of Oneness, anyone from a Power of 8 group could spiritually call in the
other seven Gatekeepers of Oneness — who previously had given permission to be
spiritually called in — and conduct a Power of 8 session anytime, anywhere, and under
any condition.
Much to our surprise, we soon discovered that this form of conducting sessions, which
we named “The Gatekeeper Eﬀect,” was even more eﬀective than our scheduled inperson sessions together over Zoom. This point was driven home when a close friend
of mine living on the West Coast was suddenly taken ill with toxic shock syndrome and
rushed to the hospital. His wife had contacted me to let me know how grave the
situation was — his having gone into a coma — asking me to help however I could.
Immediately I began conducting Power of 8 sessions using the Gatekeeper Eﬀect.
Every free moment of time I had, whether waiting at a stoplight, or muting the TV
during commercials, or setting deep and quiet time aside, I summoned the
Gatekeepers of Oneness. Within 24 hours he went from death’s door to returning to
consciousness. After being released from the hospital and the doctor telling him he
may never walk normally again, within another 24 hours he set his crutches aside and
started walking gingerly for brief moments. He now walks normally.
It didn’t take long to begin experimenting with our Power of 8 sessions using InfoLooping. If Haramein was correct about his holograph wormhole network, then
feedback looping should be a natural restorer of harmony in an environment of
Oneness. Instead of starting with intent, each person in the group would center on
allowing an info-loop to set up in a Gateway of Oneness. Once the feedback loop
begins flowing, then the meditator places intent on top of the flow of information. By so
doing, they acquire the ability to re-establish patterns of harmony that can resonate
with what we call wellness, or healing. What we soon discovered is that most, if not all,
forms of suﬀering occur when the innate information loops that govern the natural
functions of the body, mind, or spirit are blocked.
What convinced me to start spreading this information occurred with an experiment we
tried with the Boulder Power of 8 group that involved a colleague who had been
diagnosed with terminal leukemia, and given six weeks to live. She contacted me to let
me know what had happened and gave us permission to experiment with Info-Looping
and the Power of 8. Combining daily sessions using the Gatekeeper Eﬀect and a
scheduled in-person session three days later, the very evening after the in-person
session, her daily blood result came back. No cancer could be found in the blood. A
week later the doctor declared her to be in 100% in remission. These experiments
mandate that we take a serious look at Info-Looping and the Power of 8.
CONCLUSION

In “Part 3: How Science Has Been Turned Upside Down & Humanity Right-Side Up –
The Secrets of Info-Looping,” (upcoming) we’ll get into a brief explanation of a few of
the ways we can allow Info-Looping to connect to us. Needless to say, this a paradigm
mind bender, which means it will take a while for folks to get the hang of this. However,
if people express an interest, I’m prepared to put together an eight-step training
program for those who wish to explore more closely how “your mind is synchronized
with the synchronized mind of the universe….”
Info-Looping has the potential to render untold benefit to ourselves and our
environment, whether that includes those around us whom we love, or the air, land,
and sea, or surrounding ourselves with wellness and prosperity. Truthfully, there is no
limit to where we can foster betterment or improvement because the universe itself
flows with the resident purpose of providing the fullness of life. It’s why Laﬀerts calls it
“inherent thriving.” We can actually say now based on science that we are meant to
thrive. The capacity to thrive is throughout the universe. We have only to recognize that
systems and self-made blocks have kept us from remembering this, because thriving
was meant from the inception of creation. So let’s get back to the future.
Haramein’s “Connected Universe,” where consciousness reigns throughout the
cosmos via a holographic wormhole network, and Chopra’s “synchronized mind of the
universe” amount to two sides of the same coin, one side spiritual, the other scientific.
The evidence we are seeing in our local Power of 8 groups will need to be explored
further and the information shared far and wide. Truthfully, we are witnessing a sea
change in conscious awareness, as I pointed out in Part 1. Something inside of me tells
me there will be no stopping this tsunami of discovery. The question will arise, will this
new discovery teleport us to a world beyond belief or will it crash against the cliﬀs of
resistance, which may ultimately sunder our world? Time to find out.
From my heart to yours,
GW
_________
GW Hardin is a New York Times bestselling author and mathematician. He specializes
in bringing the scientific and etheric worlds together in his writings. He has two
websites … www.gwhardin.com … www.soundsofwonder.com
If you’d like to know more about Nassim Haramein’s “Connected Universe,” click here.
If you’d like to know more about Malidoma Somé, click here or go to his website.
If you are wanting to get up to your elbows in Haramein’s messages, take a look at Leﬀerts’ book,
Cosmometry: Exploring the HoloFractal Nature of the Cosmos.
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